PT. Merpati Nusantara Airlines (Merpati Airlines) as one of Indonesian National Airlines Company has been in the Industry for 52 years, and also has managed to pass the National Economic crisis in 1997. While the industry was growing, it has also invited new players with a vast and slim organization structure which later on leads to price wars among the players, and only the fittest survive.

Responding to this situation, Merpati Airlines has conducted a Marketing Research that later shown that they’re not achieving the expected results of their Marketing Communication efforts, which supposed expected to helps them compete in the industry. In finding the crucial point from the problem, surveys, field observation, and interviews are held in Merpati’s Headquarter, Merpati’s Boarding gate, on-air, Regional offices, and Travel Agents. Objective of these Researches is to find the effective way of broadcasting Marketing Communication to the targeted audiences.

After completely collected, these results analyzed, correlated to applicable theory, and finally bundled as a complete recommendation, to be applied as the Marketing Strategy of Merpati in year 2005.
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